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DW132TC  Rainbow Series
Oceanpower DW132TC counter-top ice cream machines are perfect choices for coffee 
shops and confectioneries. The machines feature industry-leading technology for 
temperature, current, and timing controls, perfect for soft ice cream, frozen 
yogurt, sorbet and other varieties.

Model DW132TC

Power 2200W

Compressor 1.5PH（Tecumseh）

Precool Yes

Fan Side Discharge

Size 530*740*908 mm

Net weight 146KG

Refrigerant R404A

Voltage 220V~50/60HZ

Production capacity 32Liter/H

Cylinder Volume 2×2L

Hopper Volume 2×12L



DW132TC machines run under three modes - temperature, current and timing. 
The industry’s most advanced control system features high-frequency control circuit, 
leading to extremely stable and reliable operations that are highly resistant to external 
interferences and cylinder-frozen problem;

Operation is run by micro-controller and 
features digital temperature display. When 
the machine is running, temperature and 
motor current can be displayed by pressing 
the corresponding buttons. Users can use 
their own ice cream mixes and configure 
cut-off current or the range of cylinder 
temperature under which the machine 
operates. If the temperature sensor fails, the 
ice machine controller will automatically run 
under the built-in timing mode under which 
the machine runs for 3 minutes, remains idle 
for 5 minutes, and continue the cycle until 
the sensor problem is fixed. 
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Compressor:Tecumseh 1.5HP    First Dispensing: 8~10 minutes
Prodution:400~500 cones (80g/cone)

DW132TC machines feature a refrigeration system

 

that makes ice cream cools 
the hoppers at the same time, saving time and keeping mix fresh for maximum hygiene..



The user can make ice cream, wash the machines,  cool the hoppers by lightly touching 
the acrylic control panels or pressing the buttons on the infrared remote controller, 
making the system run much more smoothly without impact from external interference.

The machines feature a quality acrylic touch-control panel, showing great 
workmanship; machines can also be operated with a remote controller within 30 meters,

yesYes

Soft Touch Pads + Remote Control



DW132TC machines’ dispensers are controlled by optical sensors without the 
hassle of conventional lever apparatus; the cutting-edge optical sensors and control 
mechanism regulate the beater motor operations;

DW132TC machines have the uni-body 

stainless steel hoppers feature black covers 
that prevent any accidental droppings, ensuring 
maximum food safety; magnetic hopper agitators 
blend and even the frozen yogurt ingredients.

The body of  DW132TC features a color-strip design that will greatly add 
taste and exquisiteness to your food establishments.

optical sensors 
without the hassle
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Model DW132TC

Power 2200W

Compressor 1HP（Aspera）

Precool Yes

Fan Side Discharge

Size 530*740*908

Net weight 146KG

Refrigerant R404A

Voltage 220V~50/60HZ

Production capacity 32Liter/H

Cylinder Volume 2×2L

Hopper Volume 2×12L
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